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Red, Chuck, Bomb, and Terrence are Angry Birds who donâ€™t quite fit in with the other cheerful

birds on Bird Island. When they meet in an anger-management class, things are bound to get out of

hand!Meet the Angry Birds, a Level Two I Can Read book, is geared for kids who read on their own

but still need a little help.The Angry Birds Movie, based on the international video game

phenomenon, arrives in theaters spring 2016. With a star-studded cast that includes Jason Sudekis,

Josh Gad, Maya Rudolph, and Peter Dinklage, this film will finally answer the question: why are the

birds so angry?
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Hi, The Angry Birds are so darn cute it Stink's! Let me tell you I was acting like a grumpy old lady

sitting on her porch yelling at kid's to get off her grass. I told my 9 year old who is down right crazy

over the Angry Birds, that the movie wasn't going to be good, the angry birds don't suppose to have

legs, they shouldn't be talking blah blah grumpy grumpy. He knew back in 2015 that the movie was

coming out. he owns over 50 of the first generation Angry Birds, so let me tell you I we went to see

the Angry Birds Movie in 3D and thought this will be a good time to sneak a little summer reading in.

I ordered the book "The Angry Birds Movie: Meet the Angry Birds" through  Prime got it in two day



and it arrived the day of. My little Honey Pooh ( I know a time is coming where he won't answer to

that) eyes lit up when he seen the book right before we were heading out to see the Movie. Let me

tell you, it was more little people than adults, we had a good time, the movie had some funny adult

humor, and it made you happy, angry, awe, oh and NO's and "Are you kidding me" moments. I felt

like a kid again. and we stuck around while till the very end to open a new level on the Angry Bird's

game, from a watermark that your phone's app could read. With all this said I felt super thrilled when

we got home and my son asked, "Can I read you my Angry Bird book?" The book caught all the

engry the movie had, the expressions in the book is also funny. I say get the book, see the movie

and I'm off to buy some new anger birds with legs and wings.

This was a great book from my 3 yo angry bird fan. We have read the book at least 3-4 times a day

since receiving he book yesterday! Def very happy with this purchase!

great books that my child enjoys

Great book! My 5yo loves it!

My girls love it!

My child loved this! Read it immediately and loved that he recognized scenes from the movie too : )

Cute book! My son loves all things angry birds!
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